CRYPTOCURRENCIES

Don’t hesitate

The crypto market offers opportunities
for institutional clients

A decade on and cryptocurrency trading has come a long way since the mysterious
Satoshi Nakamoto completed the first transaction with Hal Finney, a computer
programmer, sending him 10 bitcoin (BTC) on 12 January 2009. Since then, a
series of burgeoning markets for hundreds of different cryptocurrencies have
developed, with dedicated crypto funds becoming more widespread. As interest
in cryptocurrency markets grows, institutional investors are looking to jump into
the cryptocurrency pond, with RBC Capital Markets predicting that the market will
grow to $10 trillion over the next 15 years. We asked James Banister, CEO, Market
Synergy to explore some of the trading connectivity issues confronting institutional
trading firms looking to enter the crypto market and the potential opportunities
that this fast growing asset class presents once these can be addressed.
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Don’t hesitate – The crypto market offers opportunities for institutional clients
In terms of the complexity each
exchange that an HFT firm connects
to can have different parameters. If
an HFT firm needs to connect to ten
different exchanges, it needs to have
studied every single protocol, every
single format of responses of APIs.
This is an example of the complexity
around deploying HFT strategies across
multiple crypto-exchanges. Still, there is
of course a lot of money to be made in
cross crypto-exchange arbitrage now,
with Bitcoin being so liquid.
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Every crypto-exchange has a different API set up, different mechanics and a different way to handle latency,
so it is really complex
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in crypto. Crypto arbitrage is the act of

An obvious solution would be a single

simultaneously buying on one exchange

API to connect and route orders through

while selling on another exchange

multiple crypto-exchanges and this is

THE GROWTH POTENTIAL FOR
HFT IN CRYPTO

to capture an immediate profit. For

coming, having been standard in the FX

According to Paolo Ardoino, CTO,

example; you buy 1 BTC for a price

market for years.

Bitfinex “Spreads are still quite big.

of $10,000 on one exchange and sell
instantly on another exchange that has
BTC priced at a higher value, in this case
say $10,100 – an instant $100 profit
results.
It is important to understand the types
of HFT strategies that can be pursued in
crypto. Strategies include maker taker,
taker taker, TWAP, iceberg and especially
proprietary algorithms. So all the
strategies that work in traditional finance
work in Bitcoin and Ethereum, where the
liquidity is higher. So this is comparable to
traditional Forex platforms – very familiar
territory for institutional clients.
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There is a big opportunity here in
having the expertise of HFT. Having a
latency advantage and being located
nearby the data centre really brings it
back to the good old days of the past
where there were far fewer HFT firms.
These HFT firms could make a lot of
money doing cross-exchange arbitrage
and exploiting the spread between one
exchange and another. Now of course
in traditional finance these strategies
become much more difficult because of
the high levels of competition. But the
crypto market is still really young. There
are still a lot of exchanges that send
orders through web servers that are

Crypto-exchanges are perceived as being vulnerable to hackers so appropriate security set ups are vital

really slow. So if someone is nearby the

provides professional-grade trade

DEDICATED CRYPO FUNDS

exchange and can have a set of APIs

order, execution, compliance and risk

One interesting aspect to this market

that allow a high number of orders,

management features to meet their

is how quickly dedicated crypto funds

the money that can be made is really

regulatory and operational needs.

have appeared with all the benefits
of connectivity and colocation to
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high.”

SAME ISSUES DIFFERENT
MARKET

trade via either FIX feed or dedicated

Finally, but equally important, are
audit and compliance needs. While

We see many of the same issues that

diversity of entities starting to trade

institutions must monitor and retain

affected connectivity in the early days

crypto and take up is in line with what

meticulous details on their traders’

of the electronic FX market coming to

happened in the FX market. Currently

positions, triggers and pre-trade limits,
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there appears to be three different
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with the relevant exchange is key, as is

strands emerging. Firstly those who

the need to work across multiple
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are trading digital assets - the private

exchanges create a challenging

full 24x7 support to resolve connectivity

trader - likely to be from a non-trading

situation. As a result, many funds

issues quickly and effectively. All

background, who has adopted the

are trading and monitoring crypto-

of these areas have to be covered

crypto world. Secondly, the crypto

investments through spreadsheets.

effectively to provide a full service

funds mentioned above. And third,

Investors need a solution that

offering in this new market place.

professional hedge funds and brokers

VPS solutions. This demonstrates the

who already trade multiple asset classes
and have started to look at the crypto
sector as liquidity and volatility are
favourable to achieving positive alpha
results.
All of these aspects show we are
only at the start of this journey in
the digital assets arena, with industry
standards starting to be used in
connectivity and trading. Matched
with innovation in the digital assets
custody area, the opportunities both to
trade digital assets with effective risk
management and compliance can only
help see exponential growth over the
Hedge funds, banks and brokers have started to look at the crypto sector as liquidity and volatility are favourable to achieving positive alpha results
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foreseeable future. Long live digital
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